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Abstract
We measured the intensity of light emission from sputtered atoms on tungsten
surfaces under the irradiations of Kr* ion and Ar+ ion, as a function o f the perpendicular
distance from the surface. Using the analysis o f decay curve, we estimated the mean
vertical velocity component in direction normal to the surface. We found that the estimated
mean velocity had much differences according to the excited state. For example, although
the estimated mean vertical velocity component normal to the surface from the 400.9 nm
line((5d5(6S)6p 7P4—(5d5(6S)6s 7S3 transition) was 5.6±1.7km/sec, that from the 386.8
nm line((5d4(6S)6p 7D4—^(5d5(6S)6s 7S4 transition) was 2.8±1.0km/sec. However, for
different projectiles and energies, we found no remarkable changes in the velocity.
Key words: tungsten surface, sputtering, ion-beam induced light emission, mean velocity,
excited atoms
1 .Introduction
Among much material currently examined, tungsten(W) is considered to be the most
suitable candidate as plasma-facing materials for plasma reactor because it has many
favorable properties [1,2] such as high melting point, high thermal conductivity, low
sputtering yield, low tritium retention, and no chemical erosion. However, high emission
probability of radiation from the excited atoms emitted from the wall surface due to
interaction with various energetic particles is one o f the weak points. Cooling processes of
the plasma due to radiation from excited neutral atoms sputtered from the wall surface are
an important atomic process in fusion plasma, because neutral atoms penetrate into the
plasma across the magnetic fields [3]. In particular, it is very important to know the
kinematics o f the excited atoms produced in the sputtering processes, because the
penetration depth into the plasma depends on the velocity of the eroded atoms. We
measured the mean velocity o f excited W atoms in direction normal to surface by observing
ion-beam induced light emission(IBLE). In this study, although we chose Kr+ and Ar+ ions
as the projectile, the sputtering data of light ions, such as hydrogen, is demanded in nuclear
fusion research. Therefore, positioning of this study will be the first step of investigation of
sputtering processes on tungsten surfaces as a nuclear fusion research.
Optical emission spectroscopy is one o f the most powerful techniques for studying
high-temperature plasmas because it does not disturb the plasma. Since the velocity
measurement of excited atoms by observing IBLE is influenced by the survival probability
[4,5] of the excited state, we have often measured the photo emission intensity as a function
o f the perpendicular distance z away from the surface. Excluding the vicinity of the surface,
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the intensity decreases in exponential. In fact, the probability changes with the surface
condition depending especially on oxygen adsorption in case of some metals and
semiconductors [4]. The decay of the photo emission intensity / as a function o f z provides
an information on the mean velocity with normal direction of the excited atoms. In general,
this intensity decay follows the well-known relation,
I

〇k

< V丄 > q

(1)

Where I 〇k is the intensity from a particular transition k at the surface (z=0); < v± > is the vertical
velocity component normal to the surface, is the lifetime of the excited state.
In this paper, we discuss about why the mean velocities with normal direction of
excited W atoms have difference with excited states.
2. Experimental setup
The experiments were carried out at a beam line of medium current ion implanter
(ULVAC IM-200MH-FB) in National Institute for Fusion Science (NIFS). A schematic of
the experimental apparatus is shown in Fig.l, which had been described previously [6].
Briefly, this apparatus consists of an ion beam source, a collision chamber, and a visible
spectrometer. When ion beam entered onto the surface at normal incidence angle, a
number of visible emission spectra were observed through a visible spectrometer, which
was set in direction parallel to the surface. The available impact energy was from 30 to 60
keV, and we can use the ion beam current o f 50 micro ampere. A target was a tungsten
plate set on a movable stage. The size of plate was 100><10〇x 〇.l (thickness) cubic mm. The
spectrometer has 1200 grooves/mm diffraction gratings, its focal length is 50 cm. We used
a charge coupled device (CCD) as the detector for light signals. We measured the light
intensity as a function of the distance z from the surface by moving the stage linearly, where z = 0
was defined as the position where the intensity is maximum [7]. The pressure of the chamber was
maintained below 7x 10"5 Pa by a turbo molecular pump during the measurements. It reached less
than lx 1〇"5 Pa when the ion beam did not irradiate the tungsten surface.
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3. Results and discussions
3.1 Optical emission spectra of excited tungsten atoms under Kr irradiation
Tungsten (W) has an electric configuration o f 5d46s2 (5D4) in ground state. In general,
the light emission observed in a visible light range is originated from the transition between
excited states. Figure 2 shows a typical high resolution two-dimensional (2D) raw image
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taken by the CCD detector under KLr+ (35
keV) irradiation of a polycrystalline tungsten
surface in the wavelength of 398-415 nm.
The horizontal axis corresponds to the
wavelength, and vertical axis is the position
in y-direction. This image was observed at
z=0.5 mm from the surface. We were able to
obtain this image in only 2 minutes. The
strong 400.9 nm line was assigned to WI
5d5(6S)6p 7P4 — 5d5(6S)6s 7S3 transition,
which has been used to the standard for
quantification o f W sputtering in the actual
fusion reactor. In the experiment, we
confirmed that the intensity of this line was
proportional to the ion current. This means
that no secondary processes, such as multiple
collisions between ions and excited W atoms
(5d5(6S)6p 7P4), and self-absorption of
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Fig.2 A typical high resolution 2D raw
image taken by the CCD detector.

photons by W atoms, affect photon emission.
A typical survey light emission spectrum converted from the 2D raw imaging is
shown in Fig.3. Several strong lines from sputtered W atoms were observed in the
wavelength of 380-440 nm. Every line appears on the successive state considered to be
surface luminescence. Even if projectile energies were different, the intensity ratio o f each
peak in a spectrum did not change in essence. The wavelengths and transitions o f strong
iines labeled from “A” to “K” are summarized in Table 1 .Although all WI lines belong to
6p—6s/5d transitions， they are classified into four types of transitions that consist of a
combination o f two upper and two lower states: 5d56p—5d56s (A, D ，H, and I)，5d56p—
5d46s2 (K), 5d46s6p->5d56s (B, E, and F), and 5d46s6p-^5d46s2 (C, G, and J).
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Table 1 Strong lines of the visible
emission spectrum observed for W
surfaces under irradiation by Kr+ (35
keV) ions.
Labels wavelength(nm)
A
400.88
B
386.80
417.12
C
D
429.46
E
430.21
F
404.56
424.44
G
426.94
H
407.44
I
J
410.27
K
413.75

C0

Fig.3 A typical survey optical emission
spectrum obtained at z=0.5 mm
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Transitions
5<A8S)6p,7P*— 5ゾ(63)65,753
5A s(sD)6p,7D4— 5tA6S)6s.7S3
5As(6D)6p.7D广 5</6s” D3
5<A6S)6p,7P,一5 A sS)6s ,7Ss
5(/6s(8D)6p.7D3-»5<A8S)6s.7S3
5</#D)6p.5F,-5<A6S)6s,7S!l
5</6s(6D)6p,7Ds— 5A s2.5D4
5^(6S)6p,,P4-5/(8S)6s,7S.,
5<AsS)6p.7P3— 5<A6S)6s ,7S3
5</6s(6D)6p.5P3- 5 A s 2.5D4
5<A6S)6p,7P3— 5 A s 2,5D,

3.2 Mean vertical velocity of excited tungsten atoms under k r irradiation
We measured mean normal velocity < v^> of the excited tungsten atoms sputtering from
polycrystalline tungsten surfaces with small oxygen coverage (< 0.04) by irradiation of high flux
density ion beam in the present study. We have already reported that the mean normal velocity of
excited W(5d5(6S)6p 7P4) atoms was 5.6 ± 1.7 km/s on average, when Kr' ions (33-60keV) were
used as the projectile[6]. This value was
o
obtained by analyzing the photon-emission
intensity of the “A” line as a function of
the distance from the surface. The curve
was well fitted with the eq.(l). We carried
out experiments of some impact energies
35, 45, 55, 60 keV, and found that the
mean velocity was not dependent on
impact energies as expected simply from
Thompson-Sigmund velocity distributions
[8]. Since each mean velocity included
large error of about 20%, however, the
value of 5.6 士 1.7 km/s was an average
value of those experiments.
In this study, we analyzed not only
the excited state of W (5d5(6S)6p 7P4) but
another excited state. Both the line “B” and
“C” have the same initial excited state
including quantum number J, which is the
Distance from surface , z (inm)
(5d46s(6D)6p,7D4) state. We show the
Fig. 4 Semi-log plot of photon intensity for
intensity curves of the WI 386.8 and 417.1
“B” and “C” lines as a function of the
nm lines, “B” and “C” lines， as a fiinction
distance from the surface.
of the distance from the surface z in 35keV
Kr* energy, in Fig.4. As a natural
5d46s( D)6P, D4
5000
consequence, the experimental points
kr十—W
fell on a same curve. The curve
386.8 nm(B) and 417.1 nm(C)
consisted of two decay line components
4000
like an “A” case. Considering the excited
state of which lifetime is 185 ns [9], we
can estimate the mean vertical velocity
from the line of the steeper slope. We AH 3000
obtained the value o f 3.5 士 1.3 km/s under V>
Kr+ (35 keV) irradiation. Figure 5 shows
2000
the mean vertical velocity of W atoms of
which excited state is (5d46s(6D)6p,7D4),
as a function of the projectile energy. No
remarkable energy dependence at the mean
1000
くv > = 2.8 土 1.0 km/s,
velocity was confirmed as a result of the
experiment with various projectile energies
of Kr', even if each value included large
0
40
50
60
error bar. This uncertainty is due to the
Ei(keV)
surface condition depending especially on
Fig. 5 The mean vertical velocity of excited
oxygen adsorption and the uncertainty of
W atoms (5d46s(6D)6p，
7D4) as a function of
the fitting parameter. The obtained average
the projectile energy.
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Fig. 6 The mean vertical velocity of various excited states of W as a function of the
energy gap between the work-function Ef and Ip minus excitation energy Ees.
value of the mean vertical velocity was 2.8 ± 1.0 km/s, which differs from the
case very
much.
In other case， for example the analysis of line “D”，“E” ，“F”， and “G”， we confirmed that the
obtained mean vertical velocities had no projectile energy dependence. However each average
value was different as expected. Therefore, we tried to draw the mean vertical velocity graphs as a
function of the energy gap between the work-function Ef and Ip minus excitation energy, as shown
in Fig.6. In spite of a small excitation energy difference, it seems that the mean vertical velocity
depends on the energy gap between the work-function Ef and Ip minus excitation energy Eex. For
example, compared with others, the case of “G” has lower velocity, and its energy gap is large.
Therefore, we can build hypothesis. Only the atom which escaped the non-radiative transition near
the surface is observed. So, observed excited W atoms are the survivors. When the energy gap is
small, the interaction occurs with the surface, and slow excited atoms may be eliminated.
3.3 Mean vertical velocity o f excited tungsten atoms under Ar* irradiation
We also measured mean nonnal velocity < v > of the excited W under ArT irradiation. In this
case, except that several peaks by the recoil Ar+ ion appeared in the optical emission spectra, there
are no remarkable changes in the peak intensity ratios in comparison with any Kr+ cases. Since the
peak originated by Ar+ ion had slightly wide peak width due to the Doppler broadening, we could
distinguish Arf peak from the excited W peaks.
Figure 7 shows the intensity curves of the W 400.9 nm lines, “A”， as a function of the distance
from the surface z in 45keV Ar+ energy, together with the Kr' case. Both lines were well fitted
with a double exponential function. Although the mean vertical velocity estimated by the fitting
procedure was almost same as Kr" case in error bar when we assume the lifetime of the excited
5d:>(6S)6p 7P4 state of W, r = 59.4ns [10], for the steeper decay curve, each slope of the gentle
curve was different. The slope in Ar+ case was slightly looser than that in Kr . We do not have
suitable explanation about this phenomenon now.
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4. Conclusion
An IBLE study of tungsten
surfaces u n d er irradiation of
30-60 keV K r+ and A r+ ion was
conducted.
M ean
norm al
velocities of excited W atom s
sp u ttered from the surface was
m easured by analyzing the
photon intensity as a function of
distance from the surface. No
rem arkable change of the m ean
norm al velocity was found among
different projectiles and projectile
energies. The estim ated m ean
vertical velocity is about 5.6 km/s
Fig. 7 Semi-log plots of photon intensity obtained
for excited W*(6p 7P 4). This
by two experiments of Ar+ and Kr+ ion
velocity corresponds to the kinetic
irradiations for “A” lines as a function of the
energy of 〜30eV， and the value is
distance from the surface.
close to one of A 1line (396.2nm)
in 45keV A ry f (g=l'9) irradiation on A1 and AI2O 3 surfaces. However among different
excited states, the m ean norm al velocity was different each other. Since observed
excited W atom s are the survivors, when the energy gap is small, the interaction
occurs w ith the surface, and slow excited atoms may be elim inated. In addition,
although we found the difference of the slopes betw een Ar+ and K r+ cases, we cannot
explain th is factor now.
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